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Privacy has been a critical concern since the beginning of the information age. Data-driven services in-
corporate every search, view, and click of users into analytics. Different entities exchange their data to
improve products further. However, this also exposes sensitive information to potential risks and threats.
Recent years have witnessed the enhancement of privacy laws worldwide and the recognition of privacy
as a fundamental human right. Unrestricted sharing of data is no longer presumed to be a default option.
This poses challenges for service providers and users: (1) The quality of personalized services highly relies
on the demographic profile of users, but privacy concerns obstruct the acquisition of such information. (2)
It is difficult to verify the correctness of remote execution when the data is stored and processed remotely
by other parties. (3) Existing information security principles focus on end-to-end encryption and ad-hoc
anonymization but do not guarantee complete protection in data sharing.

I develop privacy-preserving techniques with a solid cryptographic foundation, which allows Internet
and data services to thrive without exposing sensitive information. My research focuses on designing and
improving advanced secure computing algorithms and protocols with the goal of applying them to tackle
real-world problems. I build systems based on customized, secure, and robust cryptographic primitives that
cater to the demands of information assurance. My research portfolio is enriched by working closely with
researchers from databases, networking, formal methods, machine learning, finance, and healthcare indus-
tries. Systems I build are already in the pipeline for real-world deployment by tech companies, including
Meta, Google, Chainlink, and JPMorgan Chase.

1 Computing and Proving Secrets: From Theory to Practice
My work centers on secure multi-party computation (MPC) and zero-knowledge proof (ZKP). MPC enables
multiple parties to jointly compute a function while each party’s input is not shared with other parties. ZKP
allows a prover to demonstrate the properties of its secret without revealing it. Despite the rapid evolution of
these techniques, many essential aspects are usually overlooked. Examples include (1) Protocol design and
performance measurement concerning the cumulative effect of software stack, hardware stack, and network
communication. (2) Rigorous security analysis. (3) Understanding and utilization of cryptographic assump-
tions. To address these challenges, I design concretely efficient protocols with strong security guarantees
and build prototype implementations to turn them into almost production-ready privacy-enhancement tools.
Computation and communication-efficient MPC protocols. Vector oblivious linear evaluation (VOLE)
is a common building block in many MPC and ZK protocols. Pioneering work on pseudorandom correlation
generators (PCG) promises a significant reduction in communication but still incurs substantial computa-
tional overhead. As a result, it only outperforms its previous work in low-bandwidth settings. My work
Ferret achieves up to 12× improvement over the previous PCG and up to 238× improvement over non-PCG
protocols in terms of the end-to-end performance [YWL+20, WYKW21]. Its efficiency is maintained in
all network conditions. Previous PCG concluded that protocols based on the primal-LPN assumption are
deemed inefficient; therefore, it uses its variant dual-LPN. My work incorporated the concept of VOLE
extension in the setup phase of PCG, which avoids the excessive communication cost of primal-LPN-based
constructions while benefiting from its lightweight computation. Ferret is currently integrated into the Meta
Private Computation Framework, and used for ads measurement in its Private Lift Measurement project1.

An open problem in cryptography is how to design an MPC protocol that scales to a large number of
parties while still being secure against a majority of corrupted parties. Previous work shows the feasibility
of reducing the total traffic to a constant per program unit, but there have yet to be any practical protocols
introduced. In collaboration with JPMorgan researchers, our work SuperPack [EGP+23] significantly im-
proves the responsiveness of the protocol to near practical. The benchmark shows up to 6.4× improvement
over the previous best result for 80-party computation. The advantage is more prominent if the proportion

1Private Computation Framework 2.0, Meta, https://research.facebook.com/publications/
private-computation-framework-2-0/; BBC Becomes first UK organization to use Private Lift from Meta to
measure marketing success, Meta, https://www.facebook.com/business/measurement/case-studies/BBC.
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of honest parties increases. One of the core techniques is a novel sharing transformation that converts two
types of secret sharing so that the protocol benefits from both: one is easier to achieve security against ac-
tive adversaries, and another introduces less communication overhead. This is achieved by exploring the
linearity and polynomial structures of these sharing schemes.
Proving trillion-size computation in commodity hardware. Most existing ZKPs are not scalable regard-
ing the prover efficiency and memory consumption. Their current deployments involve only small-scale
statements (210 ∼ 225 gates), and the provers usually need computing-optimized servers with hundreds of
gigabytes of memory. To empower large-scale ZKP applications, I initiated the study of a designated-verifier
proof system named VOLE-ZK [YSWW21, WYKW21]. The main innovation is efficiently committing to
secrets by leveraging VOLE, followed by a constant-size proof of consistency. After introducing a round of
interaction, it supports dynamic deallocation of committed values, which is challenging in existing ZKPs.
Due to high scalability and efficiency, VOLE-ZK easily handles massive circuits of 230 ∼ 240 gates. Its
lightweight feature also allows the provers to be deployed in commodity hardware even with only 1 CPU
and 1 gigabytes RAM. Quicksilver [YSWW21] is among the runner-ups for CCS 2021 Best Paper Awards.
Chainlink oracles use it to provide proof of provenance to blockchains.2 A recent submission for the NIST
post-quantum digital signature standardization3 is also built upon the proof technique from Quicksilver.
As follow-up works, I developed VOLE-ZK that supports mixed-mode statements [WYX+21], sublinear-
communication [WYY+22], and RAM programs [FKL+21].
Concrete security of cryptographic protocols. The security of most cryptographic protocols is proven in
asymptotic notations for ease of composition. However, real-world applications require concrete security
during deployment. My work [GKW+20] was among the first to study the concrete security of a popular
MPC protocol, which has been used by several companies to build commercial applications. I showed an
attack to prove that the security of a major MPC protocol is much lower than people’s impression. Some
popular implementations could be completely broken by a cluster of machines in a month. In previous
designs, the hardness assumptions either do not have efficient instantiation (e.g., random oracle model)
or can not achieve desired security (e.g., random permutation model). I proposed a design based on the
ideal cipher model and applied instruction-level optimization, which provides optimal security with almost
no reduction in efficiency. This new design is used in the IETF standardization of verifiable distributed
aggregation functions proposed by Google, Cloudflare, and Cisco4.

2 Cryptography Enabled Privacy-Preserving Systems
I design secure, efficient, and scalable cryptographic primitives and apply them for the privacy-enhancement
of digital systems. I am interested in patching vulnerable systems and exploring novel applications em-
phasizing information security. Such interdisciplinary research requires domain-specific knowledge from
multiple areas to capture privacy risks, model adversarial behaviors, and optimize defense mechanisms.
Zero-knowledge proof of correct (ML and DB) executions. The integrity of machine learning is a critical
security concern of ML applications. It is essential to the users that they are appropriately served by an
ML model. However, the models usually cannot be revealed for inspection as digital assets. By extending
my Boolean-friendly VOLE-ZK for mixed computation, the Mystique framework [WYX+21] generates the
proof of correct ML inference while hiding model parameters. Existing proof techniques cannot efficiently
prove mixed statements containing linear components (e.g., convolutions) and non-linear components (e.g.,
ReLU, Sigmoid, and Batch Normalization). I proposed the zk-edaBits protocol that relates the cryptograph-
ically committed Boolean values and large field elements, enabling the ZKP to switch between the proof of
convolution layers and other non-linear layers. Furthermore, the Boolean-friendly feature of my protocol
enables the support of IEEE standard floating-point arithmetics. The accuracy loss is only 0.02% compared

2VOLE-Based ZK, Chainlink Labs Research, https://blog.chain.link/vole-based-zk/.
3FAEST Signature Algorithm, Baum et al., https://faest.info/authors.html.
4VDAF, Barnes et al., https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-irtf-cfrg-vdaf/.
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to the plaintext evaluation, which is hard to achieve by other ZKPs.
ZKP can also be applied to the cloud database so that data users can verify the correctness and sound-

ness of SQL results concerning the integrity of database contents. Meanwhile, the zero-knowledge property
prevents the leaking of irrelevant information. However, the high complexity of query processing algo-
rithms poses a challenge to the design of ZKPs. Instead of directly applying general-purpose frameworks,
my work ZKSQL is specially tailored to leverage the fact that some results are easier to “verify” than
“compute” [LWX+23]. It first reduces the database operators to lower-level operations, such as set-based
and circuit-based operations. By combining VOLE-ZK and mathematical proofs, I designed customized
protocols of set relations, reducing the verification complexity from superlinear to linear. The benchmark
on the TPC-H workload shows > 102 improvement over pure circuit-based implementations in terms of
performance and financial cost.
Privacy-enhancement in computer networks. Regular expression (regex) pattern matching is a highly
accurate and expressive tool used in network packet filtering. However, inspecting the packet contents
usually requires firewalls to break the enforcement of end-to-end encryption. My work on private regex
matching [LWS+23] provides privacy enhancements for such applications. It includes 1) a ZKP that allows
a packet sender to convince an inspector whether a publicly-known regex matches its private strings. 2)
MPC protocols that take the private string and regex from different parties and only output the result of
matching. Both are based on the design of an efficient simulation algorithm for Thompson nondeterministic
finite automata. It achieves linear overhead by exploring the graph sparsity. Also, its memory access pattern
obviates the need to hide the input string by oblivious data structures, which usually dominate the cost.

Internet users access the domain name system through distributed recursive resolvers (ReR), which
collect a considerable amount of individual access patterns and profits from them. Such abuse cannot be
avoided by end-to-end encryption or proxies. My work, PDNS, takes one more step toward a fully private
DNS by utilizing a powerful cryptographic primitive called private information retrieval (PIR) [XWY+23].
It forces ReR to process DNS queries and deliver responses in encrypted mode without learning their con-
tents. However, simply plugging in PIR is insufficient. ReR relies on caching DNS records to reduce the
response time. Blind operations prevent caches from being updated. PDNS leverages the trust assumption in
authoritative DNS servers to populate caches without ReR correlating the queries with users. Instead of en-
tirely subverting the modern DNS architecture, my work is compatible with its hierarchical construction and
allows gradual deployment. Based on the preliminary results from this project, I co-lead the development of
an NSF grant: Privacy-Preserving and Censorship-Resistant Domain Name System (Award #2310927).
Privacy-preserving data sharing and aggregation. I worked with researchers from Microsoft, Alibaba,
and medicine schools in Chicago to develop privacy-preserving data analysis systems.

• The Microsoft Precio system [ACD+21] is a private online conversion measurement protocol used to col-
lect users’ reactions to ad campaigns, analyze their effectiveness, and publish the results to advertisers. I
designed its cryptographic protocol and implemented the prototype, which is further developed and offi-
cially open-sourced by Microsoft.5 In Precio, multiple servers maintained by different entities collect the
secretly shared user data and jointly compute a histogram to reflect the performance of ad campaigns. By
utilizing oblivious shuffling and differential privacy, servers and advertisers cannot infer the information
of individual users from noisy aggregates.

• Collaborative filtering is a popular tool used in recommendation systems. An entity with a large amount
of high-dimension user data is often paid for helping small entities (with fewer users) fulfill their missing
knowledge, e.g., the preferences of their users. In cases when none of them is willing to expose their data,
my work with Alibaba provides a privacy-preserving solution for an unbalanced recommendation system
based on collaborative filtering [HHW+23]. It is a high-performance parallel homomorphic encryption
(HE) system built from the MPI distributed computing framework. In contrast to common attitudes re-

5Precio, Microsoft, https://github.com/Microsoft/Precio.
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garding the bad performance of HE, it only takes 3 minutes for a benchmark with 16 million user records.
• In collaboration with medicine schools around Chicago, I developed a high-performance MPC protocol

for the patient risk stratification [DRW+21]. It is a process to predict the amount of resources that should
be allocated in each medical center, and it usually can only be done by cross-institute data analytics. With
my protocol, the hospitals jointly analyze data without exposing confidential patient information. By
applying Cuckoo hash, I reduce the complexity of patient matching from quadratic to linear.

3 Future Research
Current cryptography-based privacy-enhancing mechanisms face the following struggle. In data-sharing
scenarios, they provide straightforward and reliable solutions to mitigate privacy risks and protect sensitive
information. Major tech companies and government organizations already integrated them into products
and public services. However, these advanced cryptographic protocols consume tremendous computing
and network resources and delay the delivery of services. Organizations and individuals are not ready to
trade off their profits and user experience for privacy. With that in mind, my research agenda focuses on
improving the security and usability of cryptographic protocols. By understanding the privacy risk imposed
in digital services and applications, I build customized privacy-preserving systems that effectively alleviate
the conflicts between privacy and functionality.
Approachable implementation for secure computation. One critical issue that prevents the deployment
of secure computation is the lack of apprehensive interfaces. The current design and implementation of
privacy-preserving applications rely on crypto theory and engineering expertise. Meanwhile, existing MPC
libraries either target too specific use cases or expose all low-level cryptographic operations to users who
cannot correctly configure and implement. Moving forward, my research will focus on building both high-
quality implementations of secure computation primitives as well as designing domain-specific languages
for general privacy-preserving tasks. A particular challenge is the development of a compiler that precisely
translates the security requirements, maps high-level computing objectives to low-level cryptographic op-
erations, and maintains the performance by protocol-specific optimizations. I will address these issues by
combining optimization strategies of cryptography, programming language, and formal verification.
Zero-knowledge with applications to the legal system. Digital objects in the legal system are easily
fabricated or modified, so they need thorough examinations. Meanwhile, the data owner may be concerned
whether its information is inappropriately accessed since it often contains sensitive information. ZKP is a
technical solution that enables inspectors to verify the authenticity of the data source and provides reliable
proof that the investigative software does not attain access to irrelevant information. However, current
studies on ZKP do not provide immediate support for software analysis and data auditing. Moreover, such
infrastructure should be affordable and approachable to the general public in order not to put an extra burden
on digital forensics. My previous research on efficient interactive proof and private pattern matching is a
starting point for this challenge. In the future, I seek to design customized proof systems and authenticated
data structures that will promote the reliability and privacy of evidence inspection in the legal process.
Privacy protection in financial services and data science. Financial institutions gather and store extensive
amounts of sensitive and valuable data, including the identifiable and behavioral information of their clients.
Banks can acquire sensitive strategic information from other entities when operating business-to-business
platforms. Unfortunately, their privacy is extensively compromised in existing financial systems. MPC and
ZKP are two techniques that have proven to help detect money laundering across banks, optimizing bank
transaction settlements and distributing stock bids without compromising valuable data from individuals.
During my long-term collaboration with the cryptography researchers in JPMorgan Chase, we came across
countless opportunities both internally and externally aiming for enhancing the security, privacy, and ro-
bustness of current financial services. Shortly, I will focus on projects related to private transactions in
over-the-counter markets and joint portfolio optimization between banks and hedge funds.
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